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Abstract

Endocrine resistance may develop as a consequence of enhanced growth factor signaling. 

Fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2) consists of a low and several high molecular weight forms 

(HMW-FGF2). We previously demonstrated that antiprogestin-resistant mammary carcinomas 

display lower levels of progesterone receptor A isoforms (PRA) than B isoforms (PRB). Our aim 

was to evaluate the role of FGF2 isoforms in breast cancer progression. We evaluated FGF2 

expression, cell proliferation, and pathway activation in models with different PRA/PRB ratios. 

We performed lentiviral infections of different FGF2 isoforms using the human hormone-

responsive T47D-YA cells, engineered to only express PRA, and evaluated tumor growth, 

metastatic dissemination, and endocrine responsiveness. We assessed FGF2 expression and 

localization in 81 human breast cancer samples. Antiprogestin-resistant experimental mammary 

carcinomas with low PRA/PRB ratios and T47D-YB cells, which only express PRB, displayed 

higher levels of HMW-FGF2 than responsive variants. HMW-FGF2 overexpression in T47D-YA 

cells induced increased tumor growth, lung metastasis, and antiprogestin resistance compared to 

control tumors. In human breast carcinomas categorized by their PRA/PRB ratio, we found 

nuclear FGF2 expression in 55.6% of tumor cells. No differences were found between nuclear 
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FGF2 expression and Ki67 proliferation index, tumor stage, or tumor grade. In low-grade tumor 

samples, moderate to high nuclear FGF2 levels were associated to carcinomas with low PRA/PRB 

ratio. In conclusion, we show that HMW-FGF2 isoforms are PRB targets which confer endocrine 

resistance and are localized in the nuclei of breast cancer samples. Hence, targeting intracellular 

FGF2 may contribute to overcome tumor progression.
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Introduction

Two-thirds of breast cancers express estrogen receptor α (ERα) and progesterone receptor 

(PR) at the time of diagnosis [1] and endocrine therapies that block the ERα pathway are 

usually the standard treatment, while PR expression is mainly used as a surrogate marker of 

a functional ERα [2, 3]. Two main PR isoforms have been described, PRA and PRB, which 

play different roles in mammary gland development [4, 5]. We have previously demonstrated 

that antiprogestin-responsive mammary carcinomas show higher PRA/PRB ratios than 

antiprogestin-resistant variants [6].

Despite expressing hormone receptors, most patients develop endocrine resistance with time 

[7]. Deregulation of growth factor signaling pathways have been proposed as a potential 

mechanism of hormone resistance [8]. Genomic profiling studies have demonstrated that the 

fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR) pathway is aberrantly regulated in breast cancer 

[9]. This can occur through different mechanisms, including increased expression of FGFR 

and ligands [9]. About 22 FGFR ligands have been described, with fibroblast growth factor 2 

(FGF2), being one of the prototypical members of this family. A single FGF2 mRNA can 

give rise to five different protein variants through alternative translation sites, with the higher 

molecular weight variants (HMW 34, 24, 22.5, and 22 kDa) being co-linear N-terminal 

extensions of the lower molecular weight variant (LMW 18 kDa). Most attention has been 

dedicated to the latter, which is mainly secreted by cells to the extracellular matrix, 

activating cell surface FGFR. On the other hand, the HMW-FGF2 variants rarely leave their 

producing cells, are accumulated in the nucleus, and can act independently of FGFR [10].

A number of studies have provided comprehensive information on the genomic alterations in 

FGFR and its paracrine or autocrine activation by LMW-FGF2, while the role of HMW-

FGF2 in breast cancer progression remains poorly understood [11].

The aim of this study was to investigate the role of FGF2 isoforms in endocrine resistance 

and metastatic dissemination. In experimental breast cancer models, we established that 

hormone-resistant breast carcinomas express higher levels of HMW-FGF2 than hormone-

responsive tumors in luminal murine carcinomas and human cell lines. Moreover, we 

demonstrated that low-grade breast carcinomas with higher levels of PRB than PRA express 

higher levels of nuclear FGF2 than those with the opposite ratio. These results strongly 
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suggest that targeting intracellular FGF2, in addition to the classical membrane FGFR 

pathway, may be a promising strategy to overcome tumor progression.

Materials and Methods

Reagents and Antibodies

Mifepristone (MFP), 17β-estradiol (E2), and 4-hydroxytamoxifen (TAM) were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich. Telapristone acetate (TLP) is from Repros Therapeutics (The 

Woodlands). FGF2 (sc-79), total AKT (sc-8312), ERK (sc-94), pERK (sc-7383), PKCα 
(sc-208), PR (sc-7208), and ERα (sc-543) were all purchased from Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology, and phosphorylated Ser473 AKT (4060) was purchased from Cell Signaling 

Technology. Secondary antibodies for Western blot and immunohistochemistry were 

obtained from Amersham Pharmacia Biotech and Vector Laboratories, respectively.

Animal Models

Murine tumors or human cell lines were subcutaneously transplanted into the right inguinal 

flank of 2-month-old virgin female BALB/c mice (IBYME Animal Facility) and NOD/LtSz-

scid/IL-2Rgamma null mice (NSG; Jackson Labs), respectively. Animal care and 

manipulation were in agreement with institutional guidelines.

Murine ERα+ and PR+ breast cancer model: C4-HI/C4-HIR, 59–2-HI/59–2-HIR and C7–2-

HI/C7–2-HIR are hormone-independent (HI) variants from the C4, 59, and C7 tumor 

families, respectively; C4-HI,59–2-HI, and C7–2-HI are antiprogestin-responsive tumors, 

whereas C4-HIR, 59–2-HIR, and C7–2-HIR are antiprogestin-resistant variants [12].

T47D-YA FGF2-infected cell variants were inoculated into the right inguinal flank of NSG 

mice previously treated with E2 (sc 0.25 mg slow-release pellet; [6]).

Cell Lines

T47D-Y cells, which are PR-, T47D-YA cells, and T47D-YB cells, engineered to only 

express PRA or PRB, respectively, were cultured as previously described [13]. All cell lines 

were validated by Genetica DNA Laboratories in 2017.

Primary Cultures and Cell Proliferation Assays

Primary cultures and cell proliferation assays were performed as described [14]. [3H]-

thymidine uptake was used to quantify cell proliferation in murine primary cultures: after 

attachment, cells were starved in 1% charcoal-stripped fetal calf serume (chFCS) for 24 h 

and then treated for 48 h with FGF2. Treatments were performed in octuplicates.

Total cell counting was used to quantify proliferation in human cells; after attachment, 

T47D-YA and T47D-YB cells were starved in 1% chFCS for 24 h and then treated for 5 

days with the experimental solutions (100 ng/mL FGF2; MFP, TLP, and TAM all at 10−7 M). 

Treatments were performed in quadruplicates.
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Western Blot (WB)

Total cell fractions were processed for WB as described [15, 16] using ERK as a loading 

control. Cell cultures were starved for 24 h by using culture medium (DMEM/F12 without 

phenol red, Sigma-Aldrich) without serum and were then incubated with 100 ng/mL FGF2.

Breast cancer samples were pulverized and proteins extracted with NE-PER extraction 

reagents (Thermo Scientific) [15]; band intensity was quantified using the ImageJ software.

Transient PRB Cell Transfection

T47D-Y cells were transiently transfected with control pSG5 or human PRB expression 

plasmids [17] using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen Life Technologies) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. At 16 h post-transfection, the media was changed and 24 h later, 

the cells were processed for WB.

Immunohistochemistry (IHC)

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded murine and human breast cancer tissue sections were 

dewaxed in xylene, rehydrated through graded ethanols, and incubated for 30 min at room 

temperature with 3% H2O2 in distilled water to quench endogenous peroxidase activity. The 

antigen retrieval was achieved by boiling tissue sections for 50 min in 10 mM sodium citrate 

buffer (pH 6). The slides were then incubated in 2.5% albumin (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS for 1 

h and allowed to react with the primary antibodies overnight at 4 °C. The sections were 

washed with PBS and successively incubated for 1 h at room temperature with biotin-

conjugated secondary antibodies (Vector Labs), and the avidin/biotin peroxidase complex 

(Vectastain Elite ABC kit; Vector), and then revealed under microscopic control with liquid 

3–3′diaminobenzidine and substrate chromogen system (Dako, Agilent Technologies). The 

slides were lightly counterstained with 10% hematoxylin (Biopur), dehydrated, cleared, and 

mounted in DPX (Sigma-Aldrich). Primary and secondary antibodies were used at 1/100 and 

1/400 dilutions, respectively.

Immunofluorescence (IF)

T47D-YA FGF2-infected cell variants were grown on coverslips, washed, and fixed in cold 

10% formalin for 20 min. The cells were permeabilized with 0.25% methanol-Triton X-100 

for 20 min, blocked with 10% FCS, and incubated overnight at 4 °C with the primary anti-

FGF2 antibody (1/100) dissolved in 2.5% albumin (Sigma-Aldrich). On the next day, cells 

were washed and incubated with secondary antibody (1/100 Texas Red-conjugated, Vector). 

Negative controls lacked incubation with the primary antibody. Stained cells were analyzed 

using a Nikon Eclipse E800 microscope.

Preparation of Lentiviral Particles and Stable T47D-YA Infection

Lentiviral packaging was performed in HEK-293T cells with polyethylenimine (PEI87K). 5 

× 106 HEK-293T cells were seeded in 10% FCS DMEM/F12 in 100 mm2 dishes. The 

lentiviral vector (12 μg), gag-pol (7.5 μg), and ENV (4 μg) were mixed with 0.15 M NaCl to 

a final volume of 83 μL. The DNA was added to 750 μL of Optimem (Invitrogen) previously 

mixed with 35 μL of 25 mM PEI87K. The cells were incubated with the mixture at 37 °C for 
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5 h. Next, the media was replaced by fresh medium; after 48–72 h, the conditioned media 

was collected and centrifuged and the supernatant stored at − 70 °C. For infection, 

exponentially growing T47D-YA cells were mixed for 48 h with lentiviral particles 

previously diluted 1:2 with fresh medium in the presence of 0.8 μg/mL polybrene (Sigma-

Aldrich) in a six-well plate. T47D-YA were stably infected with p6NST50 (empty vector), 

FGF2–18 kDa, or FGF2–22.5 kDa plasmids [18], monitored for GFP expression and 

selected with zeocin (Invivogen; 300 μg/mL).

Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA)

FGF2 levels in cell culture supernatants were determined using an ELISA kit (Abcam) 

following the manufacturer’s instructions. A series of FGF2 concentrations (0–300 pg/mL) 

were used to plot the standard curve in parallel. Optical densities were determined at 450 nm 

in a Multiskan MS microplate reader (Thermo Fisher Scientific). All cell culture 

supernatants were tested in triplicate.

Tumor Growth

Tumor growth was measured twice a week using a Vernier caliper. When tumors reached a 

size of 25–40 mm2, animals were divided in two groups and treated with 6 mg sc MFP or 

silastic vehicle pellets [19]. At the end of the experiments, the mice were euthanized, and 

tumors and other tissues were excised, weighed, fixed in 10% buffered formalin, and 

embedded in paraffin for histological evaluation. Tumor histology and incidence of lung 

metastasis were evaluated in H&E-stained slides.

Human Tissue Microarrays (hTMA)

Tissue microarrays were constructed and categorized according to the PR isoform ratio 

(PRA/PRB) as described [15] using specimens from breast cancer patients undergoing breast 

cancer surgery at the Hospital Magdalena V. de Martínez, General Pacheco, Buenos Aires. 

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards (#CE08/2016). Detailed 

information of human breast cancer samples is provided in Table 1.

Samples were categorized according to the PR isoform ratio (PRA/PRB) as determined by 

WB. A nuclear PRA/PRB ratio of 1.2 or greater was considered as high PRA (PRA-H), 

whereas a PRA/PRB ratio of 0.83 or less was defined as high PRB (PRB-H). Samples with a 

ratio falling between 1.2 and 0.83 were considered equimolar.

Scoring of Human Slide Sections

Immunohistochemistry staining was reviewed in detail and a blind semiquantitative scoring 

was performed by a pathologist (MM). The positivity (0–100%) and intensity of the staining 

was graded as negative (0), weak (1), moderate (2), and strong (3). Cytosolic and nuclear 

FGF2 staining were expressed as the percentage of stained cells (0–100%) times the 

intensity (0–3), in a scale ranging from 0 to 300.

Statistical Analysis

Data analysis, unless otherwise indicated, was performed by one-way ANOVA followed by 

the Tukey test to compare means of multiple samples and Student’s t test to compare the 
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means of two different experimental groups. Tumor growth curves were compared using 

linear regression analysis.

For clinical data, analysis of continuous variables was performed using one-way ANOVA 

followed by correlation using linear regression and only variables with p < 0.05 in the 

univariate analysis were incorporated into the multivariate analysis. Contingency table 

analysis followed by Fisher’s exact test was performed to compare FGF2 localization in high 

or low PR+ samples and in PRA-H or PRB-H samples.

p values are indicated as follows: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. All experiments were 

performed at least three times, except otherwise informed.

Results

FGF2 Expression in Murine Mammary Carcinomas and Human Cell Lines with Different 
Hormone Responsiveness

Using the MPA-induced breast cancer model, we have shown that stromal FGF2 induces 

hormone receptor activation driving tumor growth [16]. These tumors display higher levels 

of PRA than PRB and regress with antiprogestin therapy. However, after continuous 

treatment, resistant tumors may arise displaying a low PRA/PRB ratio [12]. To understand 

the role of FGF2 in tumor progression, we evaluated FGF2 expression in responsive and 

resistant variants. FGF2 localized mainly in the stromal compartment of responsive tumors, 

whereas in the resistant variants, the staining was also localized in the tumor parenchyma, 

being mostly cytosolic with occasional nuclear labeling (Fig. 1a and Supplementary Fig. 1a). 

WB studies revealed an increased expression of total, LMW-, and HMW-FGF2 in 

antiprogestin-resistant tumors compared to the responsive variants (Fig. 1b and 

Supplementary Fig. 1b).

Similar results were obtained with human T47D-YA and T47D-YB cells [13], which are 

antiprogestin responsive or resistant, respectively [6] (Fig. 1a, b).

Effect of LMW-FGF2 on Cell Proliferation and Signaling Pathways

Treatment with exogenous LMW-FGF2 only increased in vitro cell proliferation of 

responsive variants of murine and human models (Fig. 1c, d). Moreover, LMW-FGF2 

induced ERK and AKT phosphorylation in T47D-YA cells while PKCα and AKT pathways 

are constitutively activated in T47D-YB cells. Further, LMW-FGF2 was able to increase 

pERK phosphorylation in resistant cells (Fig. 1e).

To confirm that there is a direct link between PRB and FGF2 expression, we transiently 

transfected a PRB plasmid into T47D-Y cells, which do not express PR, and an increase in 

HMW-FGF2 expression was observed (Fig. 1f).

Collectively, these results indicate that the FGF2/FGFR pathway is constitutively activated 

in resistant tumors and suggest that PRB associates with increased intrinsic FGF2 levels, 

favoring antiprogestin resistance.
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Overexpression of FGF2 Isoforms in T47D-YA Cell Line

To further explore the role of FGF2 isoforms in hormone-resistant breast cancer, we infected 

T47D-YA cells with viral particles containing the following plasmids: p6NST50 (empty 

vector), pFGF2–18 kDa (LMW-FGF2) and pFGF2–22.5 kDa (HMW-FGF2). We verified 

FGF2 overexpression by WB and IF (Fig. 2a, b). T47D-YA-22.5 cells expressed high levels 

of 22.5 kDa isoform along with low levels of LMW-FGF2 (Fig. 2a). Both FGF2-expressing 

cells displayed an increased cytosolic and nuclear FGF2-staining (Fig. 2b) and FGF2 was 

significantly accumulated in the conditioned media of these cell lines (Fig. 2c, d) compared 

to T47D-YA-p6NST50. WB evaluation of the cell culture supernatant revealed that the main 

secreted isoform corresponded to the 18-kDa form, although a faint band matching the 22.5-

kDa isoform was also detected in the T47D-YA-22.5 cells (Fig. 2d).

Effect of Overexpression of FGF2 Isoforms on Cell Proliferation, Tumor Growth, and 
Endocrine Resistance

Cells with overexpression of the 18- and 22.5-kDa FGF2 isoforms had an increased 

proliferation compared to T47D-YA-p6NST50 cells (Fig. 3a). In vivo, the final tumor 

burden of the T47D-YA-22.5 xenografts was higher than those of the other tumor lines (Fig. 

3b and Supplementary Fig. 2a). T47D-YA-p6NST50 xenografts are undifferentiated tumors, 

similar to T47D-YA tumors [6]. All three infected cell lines displayed invasive 

characteristics in the tumor front and also grew inside the mammary ducts (Supplementary 

Fig. 2b, c).

T47D-YA-22.5 xenografts display vascular embolia and are highly aggressive: invading 

arterial walls and adipose and muscle tissues (Supplementary Fig. 2b). All xenografts 

developed lung metastasis; however, mice bearing T47D-YA-22.5 tumors carried a higher 

number of metastatic foci compared to mice bearing T47D-YA-p6NST50 and T47D-YA-18 

tumors (Fig. 3b). IHC staining confirmed that T47D-YA-22.5 metastatic lung foci also 

overexpress FGF2 (Supplementary Fig. 2d). Both FGF2-overexpressing xenografts showed 

positive FGF2 staining, being exclusively nuclear and stronger in T47D-YA-22.5 compared 

to T47D-YA-18 tumors (Supplementary Fig. 2e).

We then examined whether the overexpression of FGF2 isoforms had an impact on 

endocrine responsiveness. Whereas control cells are responsive to antiprogestins (MFP and 

TLP) and antiestrogen (TAM) treatment, FGF2-overexpressing cells are hormone resistant 

(Fig. 3c). Moreover, the ERα and PR antagonists stimulated the proliferation of the T47D-

YA-22.5 cells. In vivo, MFP induced stromal remodeling and inhibited tumor growth only in 

control tumors (Supplementary Fig. 2c and Fig. 3d). MFP-treated T47D-YA-18 and T47D-

YA-22.5 xenografts continued to grow: in the former tumor growth was almost exclusively 

confined to the mammary ducts and in the latter, xenografts maintained their highly invasive 

ability (Supplementary Fig. 2c).

FGF2 Expression and Localization in Human Breast Cancer Samples

We analyzed FGF2 expression in a cohort of 81 breast cancer samples (Table 1) classified 

according to their PR isoform ratio in PRA-H and PRB-H samples [15]. FGF2 nuclear 

immunostaining in tumor cells was observed in 55.6% (45/81) of tumor samples (Fig. 4a).
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PRB-H samples exhibit lower levels of PR than PRA-H samples [15]. We assessed FGF2 

expression and localization and found that samples with low total PR (≤ 25%) are more 

likely to have a nuclear staining for FGF2 (nFGF2; Fisher, p = 0.08) than tumors with high 

total PR (≥ 75%). Moreover, we found a trend towards an association between PRB-H 

carcinomas and a higher score for nuclear FGF2 (nFGF2 > 90; Fisher, p = 0.29; Fig. 4b). In 

fact, when analyzing only low-grade tumor samples (1 and 2), higher nuclear FGF2 levels 

were significantly related to PRB-H carcinomas (nFGF2 > 90; Fisher, p = 0.02; Fig. 4b). We 

found no significant association between nuclear FGF2 expression and Ki67 proliferation 

index, tumor stage, or tumor grade.

We also determined whether nuclear FGF2 staining in PRB-H samples was associated with 

expression of HMW-FGF2 isoforms. As observed in Fig. 4c, d, increased levels of LMW- 

and HMW-FGF2 isoforms were confirmed in the PRB-H samples. Our results suggest that 

nuclear FGF2 is associated with low-grade PRB-H samples and thus, targeting FGF2 in 

addition to the classical pathway through FGFR, may be a promising strategy to overcome 

endocrine resistance.

Discussion

The major contribution of this study is that we found that intrinsic expression of FGF2, and 

particularly HMW-FGF2, is associated with endocrine-resistant breast cancer, suggesting 

that high intracellular FGF2 levels may be indicative of breast cancer progression.

Few studies show that HMW-FGF2 contributes to chemoresistance [11, 20, 21] and 

radioresistance in experimental models [22–24]. Our results represent the first experimental 

evidence which demonstrates that increased expression of FGF2 isoforms is associated with 

hormone resistance in breast cancer. However, hormone receptor activation through growth 

factor signaling has been proposed as a mechanism underlying endocrine resistance and 

several studies have suggested that FGFR inhibition may reverse endocrine resistance [25–

29]. Moreover, Shee et al. have recently demonstrated that LMW-FGF2, secreted by the 

tumor microenvironment, mediates antiestrogen resistance in ER+ breast cancer cells [30]. 

We have focused in antiprogestin treatment under the hypothesis that PR targeting should be 

added to the standard antihormone armamentarium, specifically in patients with PRA-H 

tumors. The hypothesis is supported by our results, showing that high levels of HMW-FGF2 

confer resistance to both antiprogestins and tamoxifen.

Clinical data regarding FGF2 expression in breast cancer samples is scarce and controversial 

[31, 32]. Although high extracellular FGF2 levels have been determined in the urine [33], 

nipple fluid [34], and milk of breastfeeding patients with breast cancer compared to healthy 

individuals [35], these studies do not distinguish between LMW and HMW-FGF2, and 

neither have they investigated a possible association between FGF2 expression and 

endocrine resistance. As previously mentioned, HMW-FGF2 isoforms are mainly localized 

in the cell nucleus, while LMW-FGF2 is predominantly secreted outside of the cell [10, 36]. 

In line with our findings, Li et al. recently showed that, in a subset of patients with triple 

negative breast cancer, neoadjuvant chemotherapy treatment induced enrichment in nuclear 

FGF2-positive cells [11]. Moreover, we found that most breast cancer samples with high 
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HMW-FGF2 levels also have high LMW-FGF2, although increased expression of LMW-

FGF2 does not always correlate with increased HMW-FGF2 levels suggesting that nuclear 

FGF2 expression correlates with high FGF2 levels in breast cancer samples.

As opposed to the human samples and to the T47D-YA cells engineered to overexpress 

FGF2, the increase in FGF2 IHC-staining in the tumor cells of T47D-YB and resistant 

murine models was mainly cytosolic. The reason for this difference remains to be 

investigated; however, it may be possible that with increased time exposures, nuclear 

staining might have been detected, as HMW-FGF2 isoforms were observed by WB using 

purified nuclear extracts (not shown).

The prognostic value of PR isoforms is still controversial. Bamberger et al. [37] and Hopp et 

al. [38] suggested that high total PRA levels correlate with worse patient prognosis. 

Conversely, Pathiraja et al. have associated PRA silencing with poor outcome [39] and, 

previous studies from our lab, which focused on nuclear expression of PR to determine the 

PRA/PRB ratio, showed that patients with PRB-H tumors may have a worse prognosis than 

PRA-H tumors. PRB-H carcinomas had increased tumor size, Ki67 and HER-2 expression, 

higher histological grades (less differentiation), and lower PR levels compared to PRA-H 

tumors [15]. Herein, we show that low-grade PRB-H tumors also express high levels of 

nuclear FGF2, which is in line with their worse prognosis. Moreover, future work with a 

larger cohort will determine if total FGF2 expression levels and sub-cellular localization in 

luminal breast cancer is a useful predictive marker of tumor progression and recurrence. The 

fact that overexpression of 22.5 kDa FGF2 isoform induced a more aggressive phenotype 

than LMW-FGF2 in the human T47D-YA cell line, with increased nuclear FGF2 staining, 

reinforces the association of nuclear FGF2 localization with poor prognosis in human 

carcinomas.

We have previously demonstrated that exogenous LMW-FGF2 added to cultures of 

mammary carcinomas induced the ligand-independent activation of PR which interacted 

with FGFR2 and STAT5 at the progesterone-responsive sites (PRE) within the MYC 
promoter [16, 40]. On the other hand, using microarray technology, we showed that 

progestins increased FGF2 expression in MPA-induced mouse mammary carcinomas [41]. 

In the normal endometrium, progesterone also modulates FGF2 expression which undergoes 

cyclic variations [42].

Our results suggest that in breast cancer, it is PRB that exclusively triggers HMW-FGF2 

expression, since T47D-YB cells and PRB-transfected T47D-Y cells display high levels of 

FGF2 compared to T47D-YA cells and T47D-Y-pSG5, respectively. This may be due to a 

direct effect of PRB acting on the FGF2 promoter which contains a PRE hemisite (−1154 to 

−1150 positions).

Overall, our studies indicate that high intracellular FGF2 confers an aggressive behavior to 

breast carcinomas. The development of new therapies that target intracellular components of 

the FGF2 pathway in addition to blocking membrane FGFR may prove more effective and 

thus can help to overcome endocrine resistance and reduce breast cancer progression.
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Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1. 
Increased HMW-FGF2 expression and signaling pathway activation in hormone-resistant 

compared to hormone-responsive tumors. a Immunohistochemistry and b WB of FGF2 in 

murine C4 tumor samples and human T47D-YA and T47D-YB xenografts. Bar: 40 μm; inset 

15 μm. ERK was used as loading control. Immunoreactive bands were quantified and 

graphed relative to the hormone-responsive variant in each case. c, d Cell proliferation upon 

FGF2 treatment (1–100 ng/mL) measured by [3H]-thymidine uptake (c) or cell counting (d) 

in primary cultures of epithelial cells from the C4 family and T47D-YA and T47D-YB cells. 
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e FGFR signaling was evaluated by WB analysis of pERK/ERK, PKCα/ERK, and 

pAKT/AKT in T47D-YA and T47D-YB whole-cell extracts with or without treatment with 

exogenous LMW-FGF2 (100 ng/mL; 10 min). Immunoreactive bands were quantified and 

graphed relative to the T47D-YA cell line or the untreated T47D-YA and T47D-YB cell 

lines. ERK was used as loading control. f WB analysis of PR and FGF2 in T47D-Y whole-

cell extracts transfected with control (pSG5) or PRB plasmids. Immunoreactive bands were 

quantified and graphed relative to the T47D-Y-pSG5 cell line. ERK was used as loading 

control. The asterisks in e and f indicate the statistical significance of treated cells (+) vs. 

untreated cells (−). HMW, high molecular weight; LMW, low molecular weight
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Fig. 2. 
Generation of T47D-YA cell lines that overexpress FGF2 isoforms. a, b FGF2 expression 

and nuclear quantification assessed by WB (a) and IF (b) of T47D-YA-p6NST50, T47D-

YA-18, and T47D-YA-22.5 cells growing in culture. Bar 40 μm. Inset 10 μm. c ELISA FGF2 

quantification and d WB of secreted FGF2 in cell culture supernatant (CS) of T47D-YA-

p6NST50, T47D-YA-18, and T47D-YA-22.5 cells
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Fig. 3. 
Overexpression of 22.5 kDa FGF2 isoform induces T47D-YA cell proliferation, tumor 

growth, endocrine resistance, and 22.5 metastatic dissemination. a Baseline cell proliferation 

of T47D-YA-p6NST50, T47D-YA-18, and T47D-YA-22.5 cells was measured by total cell 

counting. b In vivo growth of T47D-YA-p6NST50, T47D-YA-18, and T47D-YA-22.5 cells 

(NSG mice, N = 4/group). Tumor size, tumor weight, and metastatic lung foci at the end of 

the experiment (day 56 after cell injection). The asterisks indicate the statistical significance 

of experimental groups vs. T47D-YA-p6NST50. c Cell proliferation of T47D-YA-p6NST50, 

T47D-YA-18, and T47D-YA-22.5 cells was measured by total cell counting. Cells were 
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starved for 24 h in 1% chFCS and then treated during 5 days with 10−7 M of mifepristone 

(MFP; left), telapristone acetate (TLP; center), or tamoxifen (TAM; right). The asterisks 

indicate the statistical significance of treated cells (+) vs. untreated cells (−). d In vivo 

growth of T47D-YA-p6NST50, T47D-YA-18, and T47D-YA-22.5 cells (NSG mice, N = 4/

group). The data shown is representative of two independent experiments. Inset, tumor 

weight at the end of each experiment
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Fig. 4. 
Low-grade PRB-H human samples express higher levels of nuclear HMW-FGF2 than low-

grade PRA-H samples. a FGF2 immunohistochemistry. Representative images of cytosolic 

(left) and nuclear (right) FGF2 expression in a subset of luminal breast cancer samples. Bar 

50 μm. b Percentage of PRA-H or PRB-H samples with a FGF2 nuclear score > 90. c 
Western blot analysis and d quantification of FGF2 expression in nuclear cell extracts from 

human breast cancer samples. Total ERK was used as loading control. FGF2 expression was 

normalized to a positive control which was run in all gel electrophoresis. nFGF2, nuclear 

FGF2; HMW, high molecular weight; LMW, low molecular weight
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Table 1

Clinicopathologic analysis of breast cancer patients

Frequency Percent

Age

 < 40 3/81 3.7

 40–50 14/81 17.3

 51–60 24/81 29.6

 > 60 40/81 49.4

Histologic type

 IC NST 60/81 74.1

 ILC 13/81 16.0

 SS 8/81 9.9

Tumor stage

 I–IIA 32/67 47.8

 IIB–III 27/67 40.3

 IV 8/67 11.9

Tumor grade

 1 8/67 11.9

 2 21/67 31.3

 3 38/67 56.7

PR positive 59/73 80.8

PRA-H 35/57 61.4

PRB-H 18/57 31.6

EQUI 4/57 7.0

ERα positive 63/74 85.1

HER2 positive 11/75 14.7

Triple negative 7/68 10.3

IC NST invasive carcinoma of no special type, ILC invasive lobular carcinoma, SS special subtype, PR progesterone receptor, PRA-H tumors with 
high PRA/PRB ratios, PRB-H tumors with low PRA/PRB ratios, EQUI tumors with equal levels of isoforms A and B of PR, ERα estrogen receptor 
alpha
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